We study the message complexity of the Election Problem in Hypercube networks, when the processors have a \Sense of Direction", i.e., the capability to distinguish between adjacent communication links according to some globally consistent scheme. We present two models of Sense of Direction, which di er regarding the way the labeling of the links in the network is done: either by matching based on dimensions, or by distance along a Hamiltonian cycle.
Introduction
In distributed systems, one of the fundamental control problems is the Leader Election; that is, the problem of moving the system from an initial situation where the nodes are in the same computational state, to a nal situation where exactly one node is in a distinguished computational state (called leader) and all the others are in the same state (called defeated). The election process may be independently started by any subset of the processors. It is assumed that every processor P i has a distinct identity id i chosen from some in nite totally ordered set ID, and is only aware of its own identity (in particular, it does not know the identities of its neighbors).
Hypercube
An n-dimensional (or N-node) hypercube network Q n is represented by an undirected graph consisting of N = 2 n vertices which can be labeled from 0 to 2 n ? 1 in such a way that there is an edge between any two vertices if and only if the binary representation of their labels di ers by exactly one bit. The n-dimensional hypercube has n2 n?1 edges, and every node has degree n. Each edge is labeled at each incident node by the dimension of the bit of the identity in which they di er. The hypercube has node and edge symmetries.
For any pair of edges (u; v) and (u 0 ; v 0 ) in a N-node hypercube Q, there is an automorphism of Q such that (u) = u 0 and (v) = v 0 . Such an automorphism can be found for any permutation on f1; 2; ; ng such that (k 0 ) = k where k and k 0 are the respective dimensions of (u; v) and (u 0 ; v 0 ), 11]. The dimensions of the edges can be rearranged in any order by varying without altering the network.
The computation model that we consider is a hypercube network of N = 2 n asynchronous processors. Every processor P i of the hypercube has a distinct value id i chosen from some in nite totally ordered set ID. This value is di erent from the binary location identity introduced in the de nition of the hypercube. A processor is aware only of its own value; in particular it does not know the identities of its neighbors. Every processor performs the same algorithm. We assume that the messages on each arc arrive with no error, within a nite but unpredictable time and in a FIFO order. The complexity measure studied is the maximum number of messages sent during any possible execution.
Sense of Direction
Sense of Direction has been identi ed as being signi cant for the computability and the communication complexity of many distributed problems 3, 18] . We have already observed that Sense of Direction refers to the capability of a processor to distinguish between adjacent communication lines, according to some globally consistent scheme.
In a ring network this property is usually referred to as orientation, which expresses the ability of the processor to distinguish between left and right, where left means the same to all processors. In a torus, a vertical orientation, with up and down labelings, is added. Sense of Direction in a complete network is the knowledge of a prede ned Hamiltonian cycle and the existence of a label on each link at each processor, that represents the distance along this cycle to the processor at the other end of the link. A similar de nition exists for chordal rings or circulant graphs (processors arranged on a ring on which extra chords with given distances are added 1]). This distance-based Sense of Direction can be generalized for arbitrary graphs by xing a cyclic order of all the processors and labeling each incident link according to the distance in the cycle to the other node reached by this link ; we denote this as distance Sense of Direction 1, 7, 12, 13] . The most natural labeling for a hypercube is the dimensional Sense of Direction. In this case each edge is labeled at each incident node by the dimension of the bit in which their location identities di er ( gure 1 (a)).
The availability of Sense of Direction has been shown to have some positive impact on the message complexity of the Election problem. For instance, in arbitrary networks, the Election problem can be solved using (N log N) messages instead of (e + N log N), when a distance Sense of Direction is available 13]. In the complete graph, the availability of a distance Sense of Direction makes it possible to reduce the complexity from (N log N) to In this paper, we consider the Election problem in the hypercube using two models of Sense of Direction, the dimensional and the distance model. In this latter case, a Hamiltonian cycle is the natural way to x an ordering of all the nodes. Several di erent Hamiltonian cycles can be built in a hypercube, but the one based on the binary re ected Gray code 5, 6 ] is particularly used in the following. A handy notation of a Hamiltonian cycle in a hypercube corresponds to the list of the labels of the links traversed during its construction -this notation is e ective since it ignores the identity of the processors visited.
Such an N-tuple is classically called a coordinate sequence for the cycle. An example for a re ected coordinate cycle with n = 4 with the dimensional model is h1213121412131214i
In order to follow a Hamiltonian cycle, a simple message which contains the rank in the cycle of the last processor visited is passed and increased ; for instance, the rst processor has to send the message through the link labeled 1 and the 4th processor which receives the message knows that it has to send it through the link labeled 3. It is worth noting that a Hamiltonian cycle in a n-dimensional hypercube can be built by induction on an (n?1)-dimensional hypercube: the new coordinate sequence A n is obtained from the previous one A n?1 and the concatenation of the new value of degree n, i.e., A n = hA n?1 nA n?1 ni.
Election Algorithms for the Hypercube
The problem of electing a leader is one of the most widely studied in the literature on distributed computing. Starting from an initial con guration where all the processors are in the same state, the Election (or Leader Finding) problem consists of obtaining a nal con guration where exactly one processor is in a leader state and all the other processors are in a defeated state. The Election process may be independently started by any subset of the processors.
In this paper, it is shown that the hypercube network, which has O(log N) arcs but is not a chordal ring, supports an Election Algorithm with O(N) messages when a distancebased or dimensional Sense of Direction is available. This result answers a question raised when Attiya et al 1] proved that O(N) messages su ce for the chordal ring with chords with distance-labeled chords (1; 2; 2 2 ; ; 2 dlogNe ; N ?1), which closely resembles a hypercube. In the following we show a linear election algorithm when a dimensional Sense of Direction is available; in section 4.2 we show that with a distance Sense of Direction the problem becomes trivial, mostly thanks to a graph property of symmetry.
Election Algorithm with the Dimensional Model
In this Section we give a complete presentation of the asynchronous distributed algorithm for the Election in the hypercube with a (N) message complexity with a Dimensional Sense of Direction. It is worth noting that the processors do not have (or do not know) the binary node labeling from 0 to 2 n ? 1 which is usually assumed for hypercube (otherwise this provides a trivial solution to the problem).
The algorithm proceeds in phases of a tournament. The idea is to halve the number of competing processors on each phase such that on the overall log N phases, or steps, only a linear number of messages has been sent. This algorithm is original since it does not build a spanning tree. Initially all nodes are Duellist(0). The algorithm terminates after (log N)th steps with a single Duellist Duellist(log N) and all the other nodes are Seconds. In every phase of the algorithm, each successful Duellist goes for the next duel by challenging its respective Duellist. The algorithm is based on repeated sequences of a duel (namely a combination of two cubes into a larger one) and, hence, takes log N steps (one per dimension).
At each step k, each Duellist has to challenge (send an attack) and to be challenged (receive an attack) by its respective Duellist in the rank of the tournament (the Duellist node in its cube image according to the dimension k). The two opposite Duellists handshake: the Duellist with the larger identity value that receives an attack from a Duellist with the smaller identity value wins the duel of step k and becomes Duellist of level k +1; conversely, the Duellist with the smaller identity value that receives an attack from Duellist with a larger identity value loses and becomes a Second of level k and keeps the path to its winner. Neither acknowledgment nor surrender messages are required. The task of a Duellist is to ght a duel, whereas the task of a Second is to relay an incoming attack to its Duellist.
The fundamental property used in the algorithm is that, at any step i, a Second of level k (with k < i) knows the coordinate sequence traversed by its Duellist (of level k + 1), i.e., the Duellist against which it lost. The location of a Duellist of level k + 1 is unambiguously known by the Second, and a shortest path between them can be computed locally by \compressing" the coordinate sequence received during the fatal attack: every pair of coordinates is eliminated (e.g., a sequence h123142i is equivalent to the sequence h34i). We denote with Duellist(s) and Second(s) entities which, respectively, won and lost the duel of step s. When an attack from Duellist(s) reaches a Second(k) (with k < s), the Second forwards it to the node that will be known as the Duellist(k + 1).
If this node is no longer a Duellist (i.e., has been defeated and became a Second), it forwards it to its respective Duellist(k +2 
Messages used:
(i) ATTACK: This message represents the challenge for a duel and contains: (Id; lev;-source; dest), where Id is the identity of the initiator of the attack, lev is the step of the attack, source is the path (the coordinate sequence) from the attacking Duellist to the present node receiving the attack. This list is stored to know the path followed. Finally, dest is the path from the present owner of the message to a node target; it will be used to forward an attack by the shortest path between a Second to its Duellist.
(ii) LEADER: Final broadcast by the Leader to terminate and inform of its Id. (iii) WAKEUP: An arbitrary number of processors can spontaneously start the execution of the algorithm; this is modeled by the reception of a message.
Functions used on coordinate sequence list:
(i) rst(list) returns the rst element of the list. Namely, this function gets the rank of the rightmost non-zero bit of the log N bits list.
(ii) list i (resp. ) updates the given path by adding (resp. eliminating) a label i to the list and compressing it. The compression guarantees that the coordinate sequence never exceeds log N labels and, hence, is represented by log N bits: a bit of rank i set to 1 means that the label i is present in the coordinate sequence, 0 otherwise. Namely, the operations and are identical: when applied on bit i of value b i , they both set its value to (1 ? b i ). Step 
and, since exactly (N?1) LEADER messages are required to broadcast the termination and leader identity, we prove the theorem.
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Theorem 4.2 Each message is composed of at most (log Q + log log N + 2 log N) bits, where the identity of a node is at most Q.
Proof Each ATTACK message contains the identity Id p of the attacking Duellist, the level lev of the attack whose value is at most log N, the location of the attacking Duellist (log N bits) and the location of the attacked Duellist (log N bits). A LEADER message contains only an identity. Proof The correctness of the path is guaranteed through the compression of the source list which stores the labels traversed links (3) and (4). By contradiction; assume that the length of the path is strictly greater than the shortest one, this would imply that at least two labels with the same direction exist in the coordinate path, which is forbidden by compression, and .
We now show that no in nite delays are introduced during the execution of the algorithm.
Lemma 4.3 A deadlock cannot be introduced by the waiting that arises when some nodes must wait until some condition holds.
Proof Since the message broadcast by the LEADER is forwarded immediately upon reception, only ATTACK messages may create a cycle. In Lemma 4.1 the partitioning of the subcube traversed by an ATTACK message has been shown and, thus, only cycles between two Duellists at the same level can be created. The only situation in which an entity is waiting for an event is when a Duellist a waits to be accepted by another Duellist b with level b < level a to reach the respective level level a , (2). The extreme case occurs when a chain of waiting processors such that level x < :: < level b < level a is created. By (0), the total ordering of the chain forbids the creation of a cycle in such a chain.
We now prove that an ATTACK message always reaches the target Duellist.
Lemma 4.4 An ATTACK from a Duellist(i) (i < log N) eventually reaches its respective Duellist(i).
Proof By induction.
Initially each node is a Duellist(0) (Wake Up). The Lemma clearly holds for i = 0. In fact an ATTACK from a Duellist(0) reaches another Duellist(0) in exactly one message, through the link labeled \1".
Assume it holds for j < i; that is, suppose that any Duellist(j) with j < i that sends an ATTACK eventually reaches another Duellist(j). We show that it also holds for i. if it is waiting at the Second, it is forwarded to the Duellist(i) because the Second knows how to reach it (by Lemma 4.2).
In case (b), the ATTACK reaches a Second(i 0 ) (with i 0 < i), the Second forwards the message to its Duellist(i 0 + 1) (4) and the previous proof of case (a) is repeated.
The next lemma shows that there is exactly one Duellist at level i in each i-cube. 
Election Algorithm with the Distance Model
We present a distributed Election algorithm for hypercubes with a (N) message complexity using the distance Sense of Direction. We rst prove that the symmetry is broken with this model of Sense of Direction and, therefore, that the leader Election does not require a global maximum-nding algorithm. Proof The algorithm consists of three phases.
First a unique leader is elected with the algorithm presented in Section 4.1. Second, the Hamiltonian cycle (initiated by the Leader) is built using the binary re ected Graycode as described in Section 3. During this phase, each processor gets its relative cycle position cid on the cycling path (cid of initiator is zero). The incoming and outgoing edges respect their order in the coordinate sequence. These links are re-labeled by N ? 1 for the one with the incoming message and by 1 for the other with the outgoing message.
The third phase consists of re-labeling the n ? 2 untouched links, but is computed locally. On each node cid, a link previously labeled with the dimension d has to be re-labeled by the distance: Proof Similar to Theorem 5.1. The algorithm consists of three phases. First a leader is selected as shown in Corollary 4.1 using O(1) messages. Then, the leader initiates a counting message on the Hamiltonian cycle (through link labeled 1), so that each processor is able to get its relative cid number. Upon receipt of this message, each processor relabels its incoming link (previously N ? 1) and its outgoing link (previously 1) regarding the rank on the appropriate coordinate sequence A n described in Section 3.
The nal phase is a local computation which reverses the process used in Theorem 5.1.
On each node, a link previously labeled dist is re-labeled by the dimension: dlog((dist + 2 cid) mod N)e Only the second phase takes O(N) messages, whereas the rst takes only O(1). 2 6 Concluding Remarks Two immediate extensions emerge from these results. First, the convenience of the algorithms presented is emphasized by the fact that the solutions based on Sense of Direction can be extended for bounded degree variation of the hypercube (e.g., the Buttery, the Cube-Connected-Cycles, the Bene s network, the Shu e-Exchange, the de Bruijn graph,...). Second, this raises a more general and interesting question: how many labeled links (with sense of direction) are required in a hypercube in order to solve the Election problem with a linear communication complexity ?
After completion of the original paper 2], the authors learned that for the dimensional labeling, linear election algorithms have been independently obtained by Robbins and Robbins 16] , and Tel 19 ]. Tel's algorithm is based on a match-making technique from Mullender and Vitanyi 14], whereas Robbins' algorithm closely resembles our solution.
Both use slightly more messages than ours and terminate in O(N) time in the worst-case (the time complexity cannot exceed the message complexity).
